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Notes on the Crash of

de Havilland DH.98 Mosquito FB Mk VI
23 Sqn RAF

Registration: HX869 (probable, a few mistakes of papers)
Military Flight

Departure airport: Pomigliano AP / Pomigliano d'Arco @ 23.45 of November,19th,
1943

Crash site: San Marino – Montalto @ 02.26 of November, 20th, 1943
Crew:

F/Sgt (1213930) Donald Hepworth BENTLEY (pilot) RAFVR killed
Sgt (1323213) Victor Horace CAUSEWAY (nav.) RAFVR killed

by
Luca Piancastelli

FINAL REVISION of July, 15th, 2017

luca.piancastelli@unibo.it

Bologna, July, 5th, 2017

1. Brief summary of the inspection

1) I was yesterday (July 4, 2017) in San Marino where I met the gentleman Geom. Peppe Macina.

2) The propeller of the funeral monument at the cemetery is of a Mosquito, probably that of the accident.
It has impacted without power. The measures and the type of propeller correspond.

3) the plane was seen from point 3 which is the square of Borgomaggiore in a small sky window.

The testimony of a witness (Geom. Augustine Giacomini said Tino's now deceased) as referred by Geom.
Giuseppe Macina is the following:

“
There was dense fog, the usual ones were at the bar of Borgomaggiore (probably playing cards at 2pm) pos.
GPS (43 ° 56'21.4 "N, 12 ° 26'48.4" E). Point 3 in the map.

The people inside, hearing a strong noise, came out into the square and saw in the mist a reddish glow that
moved at a low altitude toward the cemetery

After a little while they heard the crash.

“
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4) The coordinates of a possible way point are 43 ° 56'22.4 "N, 12 ° 26'19.7" E (point 2 in the map) located
on the cemetery (Montalbo) of San Marino. A probable direction of approach (airplane heading) is about
120 .

5) Just past the cemetery, after about 300m the plane crashed into the point 1 of the map (43 ° 56'2.8 "N,
12 ° 26'15.9" E) just above a house and below the top of the hill.

6) At the top of the hill there is the Montecchio site (GPS coordinates 43 ° 55'42.7 "N, 12 ° 26'24.8" E )

2. Facts:

1 a propeller was powerless at the impact (see funeral monument at the Montalbo cemetery)

2 The other propeller with power (only the hub remained)

3 Reddish glow in the fog (exhaust or more likely fire)

4 Low-level flying airplane

3. Facts and assumptions

Did the pilots come from a mission from Ferrara?

They were flying at low altitudes.

They lost an engine that went into fire (technical problem - hit?) - flame seen into deep fog - the aircraft
had flame suppressor installed on exhausts

They feathered the propeller (not rotating at the impact).

They tried an emergency landing.

They avoided the San Marino Mountain, which supposedly rose from the fog.

They crashed on a lower hill.

4. Cause of the accident

Technical / military problem at one engine with fire. It crashed due to poor visibility (fog).
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ANNEX 1

Explanation of figure 1

The aircraft passed on or nearby the San Marino Montalbo Cemetery (point 2). It was seen as a “low flying
reddish glaze” in the thick fog by people at Borgomaggiore square (point 3). It has at least one engine
running (noise was heard) at was flying at low altitude. It crashed just below Montalto house (point 1).

Figure 1 probable final path of the aircraft
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Figure 2: from movie of the age (Pomigliano 1943 - 23 squadron) the Mosquitos had flame suppressors on
exhausts. This means that fire is sure for the San Marino Crash.

Figure 3: from Imperial War Museum Archives - Mosquito at Pomigliano - 23 Squadron RAF
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Figure 4: Previous “identical” problem at the same aircraft. Source: “ASN Aircraft incident 06-SEP-1943 de
Havilland DH.98 Mosquito FB Mk VI HX869”


